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Watson the, radavist John site owners, early for engineers, love the mountain car, and later by the death of the boom boom began to
engage in full-time blog writing. The content is given priority to with the picture, with gradually increasing the scope of business and
interpersonal circle, the rapid expansion of the blog users, now is the west coast of the United States amateur cycling circuit's most
famous bicycle blogger. John several years reported Nahbs experience, each year will introduce their favorite exhibits and behind the
story to everyone. Last year, he began to use the equipment to shoot a close-up of the exhibits, received wide acclaim, this year is no
exception. Q: participated in several Nahbs A: since 2007 or 2008 I began to pay attention to Nahbs, so it has been a long time,
every year to come. What aspects of Nahbs Q: do you want to pass on to people? A: I wanted to show people is almost my site has
been passed to the people riding style, whether it is road or mountain bike or car travel, is that I think the audience will expect the
things. I try to avoid time cars, but I like to take the car, but this year to die and fly culture saturated to decline and Nahbs suppression,
so probably I usually take the type of bike. Q: what aspects of the show are you like? Nahbs A: allows me to see all the frame
craftsmen, but also allows me to meet a lot of friends, is to see new friends. The role of the Q: hand bicycle frame in the bicycle
industry A: the biggest difference is that it is a person in the garage inside out, rather than the factory or large equipment. I don't think
there's any conflict with the mass production bike. Because I think is not all people will be able to buy the custom bike, for me, I just
pay attention to ride a bike, but I think to a frame builders communication and get a car in full compliance with their own style of car is
very happy thing, which is the production of bicycle can not meet the place. Q: to talk about the transformation of your site A: two
years ago, is not probably Prolly turned into a Radavist. Just because I want to hire more people, to absorb more voices and ideas,
but also when they want to make some changes in the node. Q: specific how to do? A: transformation of this site, is basically a
number of friends to help operators look at the brand, for a web site, the content of the transfer, the concept is very simple, but also
spent a lot of time. Southern California local famous niche bike culture symbol is Q:Dream team and Tracko, behind Sean Talkington
and Kyle Kelly is John career promoter. Kyle A: is the biggest help to me. He often helps me.
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